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1. Design: 

The design aesthetic of Flowers and Weeds is a romantic garden style. We strive to use locally 
farmed flowers as a socially conscious decision to be sustainable, and to celebrate the seasonal 
abundance of our area.  

Because we use florals from our own garden and other local growers instead of purchasing 
primarily from the regulated wholesale market, we do not always know what blooms we will use 
until a week or two before the event. We work in a “designer’s choice” style. “Designer’s choice” 
means that the florist has the freedom to choose whatever flowers are beautiful and blooming 
from the garden. The bride can give the florist an idea for a color pallet, but ultimately it is the 
florist’s choice. This is the most cost-effective option. 

From the “designer’s choice” base line, the prices rise based on the desire for premium flowers, 
colors or complexity of design. Again, this is a rough estimate of costs. Consultations are the 
best way to find out exactly what you are looking for in order to make your day blooming! 

2. Services 

Flowers & Weeds offers two options for wedding florals. Our couples have the choice of: 

The à la Carte wedding is either pick up by wedding party or delivery by an experienced 
delivery driver who is not a florist. This option is ordered entirely online, and has no minimum 
order. After filling your online cart and checking out, a team member will confirm your date and 
send you an invoice. You may send a short note about your colors or style, as well as one 
reference photo. This option is affordable, simple and extremely seasonal. 

Full Service is where Flowers & Weeds shines. This option has a minimum order of $3,000. 
This includes florist delivery to up to three locations: including hotel, ceremony or reception 
location, pinning on of boutonnieres and any set-up or site-specific installation required. We 



enjoy this option as floral designers, where we can design custom arrangements for the space 
to create a memorable event. Full-service weddings do not automatically include an end-of-the-
evening breakdown, but this is something that we can discuss as desired. 

3. Florals 

The following table is a rough outline of what Flowers and Weeds typical flower estimate looks 
like. Of course we can get as extravagant and elegant as your heart desires, but we also strive 
to create beautiful show stopping arrangements on any budget. 

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE

1 Bridal Bouquet $200.00-
$350.00

1 Bridesmaid bouquets, smaller versions of bridal $85-$200.00

1 Floral crown, mostly greens with some small blooms to full 
floral crowns

$40.00-
$85.00

1 Half-crown or floral hair clip $25.00-
$40.00

1 Wrist or pin-on corsages $25.00

1 Flower girls: pomanders, small bouquets or baskets of petals $35.00-
$50.00

1 Groom Boutonniere: one focal flower with some berries and 
greenery

25.00

1 Other Boutonnieres 20.00

1 Altar or urn arrangement: tall, lush and full of focal blooms $200.00-
$400.00

Centerpieces: there is such a range of sizes and styles of 
centerpieces, it’s hard to give a good quote without discussion. 
These are a few options and prices to give you an idea.



         
4. Rentals 

We have a huge inventory of rental items for you to choose from. You can also purchase these 
containers if you want to allow your guests to take some arrangements home. 

1 Low, lush compote arrangements $75.00-
$250.00

1 Tall arrangements: above eye level and trailing down $200.00-
$350.00

1 A bud vase or julep cup arrangement, one or two blooms with 
complementing greenery, wispy and simple

$15.00-
$40.00

1 Greenery wreaths to surround candles or lanterns, with or 
without blooms tucked in

$50.00-100.0
0

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE

1 Bouquet vases, clear cylindrical vases to hold bouquets 
throughout the day and display on tables at the reception

$2.00

1 Compotes (varying sizes) in mercury glass, vintage glass, 
brass, milk glass or wood

$5.00-$10.00

1 Bud vases in mercury glass, vintage glass, brass or milk glass $3.00-$5.00

1 Julep cups in mercury glass, vintage glass, or brass $5.00-$8.00

1 Candelabras: brass or silver for overhead arrangements $20.00-
$50.00

1 Tall clear glass vases for overhead arrangements $30.00

1 Votive + tea light in mercury glass, vintage glass or mason jar $2.00



5. Delivery, Set-Up and Breakdown (All depends on extent of install and specific order) 

 

1 Brass candlestick + dripless candle $6.00

1 Clear glass taper holder + clear glass hurricane + dripless 
candle

$8.00

1 Pillar candles + clear glass hurricanes in various sizes $15.00-
$20.00

1 Specialty (raised, decorative, etc.) votive rental $6.00-$20.00

1 Brass and glass lantern rental + pillar candles $25.00-
$30.00

Delivery to one location with set-up within the city limits $300+

Delivery to two locations with set-up within the city limits $450+

Delivery to three locations with set-up within the city limits $600+

Delivery outside of the city Varies on 
distance

Breakdown night-of within the city $200+

Breakdown next day or Monday within the city $200+


